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1. Introduction
Very recently, Karaca 1 investigated the following fourth-order four-point boundary value
problem on time scales:
yΔ
4











 0, αya − βyΔa  0,
γyΔ
2
ξ1 − δyΔ3ξ1  0, ζyΔ2ξ2  ηyΔ3ξ2  0,
1.1
for t ∈ a, b ⊂ T, a ≤ ξ1 ≤ ξ2 ≤ σb, and f ∈ Ca, b × R × R × R. And the author made the
following assumptions:
A1 α, β, γ, δ, ζ, η ≥ 0, and a ≤ ξ1 ≤ ξ2 ≤ σb,
A2 qt ≥ 0. If qt ≡ 0, then γ  ζ > 0.
The following key lemma is provided in 1.
2 Boundary Value Problems
Lemma 1.1 see 1, Lemma 2.5. Assume that conditions (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. If h ∈
Ca, b, then the boundary value problem
yΔ
4





 0, αya − βyΔa  0,
γyΔ
2
ξ1 − δyΔ3ξ1  0, ζyΔ2ξ2  ηyΔ3ξ2  0
1.2
















σ4b − σs)(αt − a  β), t ≤ s,
(








ψσsϕt, t ≤ s,
ψtϕσs, t ≥ σs.
1.5
Here D  ζφξ1 − ηψΔξ1  δϕξ2  γϕξ2, d  β  ασ4b − a, and ϕt, ψt are given as
follows:













Unfortunately, this lemma is wrong. Without considering the whole interval a, σb, the
author only considers ξ1, ξ2 in the Green’s function G2t, s. Thus, the expression of yt 1.3
which is a solution to BVP 1.2 is incorrect. In fact,if one takes T  R, qt  0, a  0, σ4b  1,
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α  1, β  0, ft, y, yΔ
2





, 0 < t < 1,
y0  y1  0,
γy′′ξ1 − δy′′′ξ1  0, ζy′′ξ2  ηy′′′ξ2  0.
1.7
The counterexample is given by [2], from which one can see clearly that [1, Lemma 2.5] is wrong. If
one takes qt  q, here q > 0 is a constant, then 1.1 reduces to the following fourth-order four-point
boundary value problem on time scales:
yΔ
4











 0, αya − βyΔa  0,
γyΔ
2
ξ1 − δyΔ3ξ1  0, ζyΔ2ξ2  ηyΔ3ξ2  0.
1.8
The purpose of this paper is to establish some existence criteria of solution for BVP
1.8which is a special case of 1.1. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some basic
time-scale definitions are presented and several preliminary results are given. In Section 3, by
employing a fixed point theorem due to Krasnoselskii and Zabreiko, we establish existence
of solutions criteria for BVP 1.8. Section 4 is devoted to an example illustrating our main
result.
2. Preliminaries
The study of dynamic equations on time scales goes back to its founder Hilger 3 and
it is a new area of still fairly theoretical exploration in mathematics. In the recent years
boundary value problem on time scales has received considerable attention 4–6. And an
increasing interest in studying the existence of solutions to dynamic equations on time scales
is observed, for example, see 7–16.
For convenience, we first recall some definitions and calculus on time scales, so that the
paper is self-contained. For the further details concerning the time scales, please see 17–19
which are excellent works for the calculus of time scales.
A time scale T is an arbitrary nonempty closed subset of real numbersR. The operators
σ and ρ from T to T
σt  inf{τ ∈ T : τ > t}, ρt  sup{τ ∈ T : τ < t} 2.1
are called the forward jump operator and the backward jump operator, respectively.
4 Boundary Value Problems
For all t ∈ T, we assume throughout that T has the topology that it inherits from the
standard topology onR. The notations a, b, a, b, and so on, will denote time-scale intervals
a, b  {t ∈ T : a ≤ t ≤ b}, 2.2
where a, b ∈ T with a < ρb.
Definition 2.1. Fix t ∈ T. Let y : T → R. Then we define yΔt to be the number if it exists
with the property that given ε > 0 there is a neighborhoodU of t with
∣∣∣[yσt − ys] − yΔtσt − s
∣∣∣ < ε|σt − s| ∀s ∈ U. 2.3
Then yΔ is called derivative of yt.
Definition 2.2. If FΔt  ft then we define the integral by
∫ t
a
fτΔτ  Ft − Fa. 2.4
We say that a function p : T → Rn is regressive provided
1  μtpt/ 0, t ∈ T, 2.5
where μt  σt− t,which is called graininess function. If p is a regressive function, then the
generalized exponential function ep is defined by

















, h / 0,
z, h  0.
2.7
Let p, q be two regressive functions, then define
p ⊕ q  p  q  μpq, q  − q
1  μq
, p  q  p ⊕ (q)  p − q
1  μq
. 2.8
The generalized function ep has then the following properties.
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Lemma 2.3 see 18. Assume that p, q are two regressive functions, then
i e0t, s ≡ 1 and ept, t ≡ 1;
ii epσt, s  1  μtptept, s;
iii ept, seps, r  ept, r;
iv 1/ept, s  ept, s;
v ept, s  1/eps, t  eps, t;
vi ept, seqt, s  ep⊕qt, s;
vii ept, s/eqt, s  epqt, s.
The following well-known fixed point theorem will play a very important role in
proving our main result.
Theorem 2.4 see 20. Let X be a Banach space, and let F : X → X be completely continuous.




‖x‖  0. 2.9
Then F has a fixed point in X.








where ‖y‖  maxt∈a,b|yt|. And we make the following assumptions:
H1 α, β, γ, δ, ζ, η ≥ 0, and a ≤ ξ1 ≤ ξ2 ≤ σb,
H2 q > 0, and r1 
√
q, r2  −√q,
H3 d  β  ασ4b − a > 0.
Set
−r2  −r1 : p1,  − r2  r1 : p2. 2.11
6 Boundary Value Problems
For convenience, we denote
∫ t
a








ep1s, aΔs − δp2σξ1ep2σξ1, aep1ξ1, a
]














ep1s, aΔs  ηp2σξ2ep2σξ2, aep1ξ2, a
]
,































ep1s, aΔs  ηp2σξ2ep2σξ2, aep1ξ2, a
]










ep1s, aΔs − δp2σξ1ep2σξ1, aep1ξ1, a
]










ep1s, aΔs  ηp2σξ2ep2σξ2, aep1ξ2, a
]








ep1s, aΔs − δp2σξ1ep2σξ1, aep1ξ1, a
]








ep1s, aΔs − δp2σξ1ep2σξ1, aep1ξ1, a
]










ep1s, aΔs − δp2σξ1ep2σξ1, aep1ξ1, a
]
× ηep2σξ2, aep1ξ2, a.
2.12
First, we present two lemmas about the calculus on Green functions which are crucial
in our main results.
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Lemma 2.5. Assume that H1 and H2 are satisfied. If h ∈ Ca, b, then u ∈ C2a, b is a solution
of the following boundary value problem (BVP):
yΔ
2
t − qyσt  ht, t ∈ a, b,
γyξ1 − δyΔξ1  0, ζyξ2  ηyΔξ2  0,
2.13




Gt, shsΔs, t ∈ a, b, 2.14
where the Green’s function of 2.13 is as follows:








































A11lt, a − B12
A
]
e−r1s, a, a ≤ t ≤ s ≤ ξ1,
[















ep1ξ, ae−r1s, aΔξ, ξ1 ≤ σs ≤ min{t, ξ2},
[











lt, ae−r2s, a, max{ξ1, t} ≤ s ≤ ξ2,
∫ t
s
ep1ξ, ae−r1s, aΔξ, ξ2 ≤ σs ≤ t ≤ b,
0, max{t, ξ2} ≤ s ≤ b,
2.15
where lt, a, A, A11, A12, A13, B11, B12, B13, B14 are given as 2.12, respectively.
8 Boundary Value Problems
Proof. If y ∈ C2a, b is a solution of 2.13, setting
us  yΔs − r2yσs, t ∈ a, b, 2.16
then it follows from the first equation of 2.13 that
uΔs − r1uσs  hs, t ∈ a, b. 2.17
Multiplying 2.17 by e−r1s, a and integrating from a to t,we get







, t ∈ a, b. 2.18
Similarly, by 2.18, we have







, t ∈ a, b. 2.19
Then substituting 2.18 into 2.19, we get for each t ∈ a, b that
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Then substituting 2.21 into 2.20, we get






















































By interchanging the order of integration and some rearrangement of 2.22, we obtain









ep1ξ, ae−r1s, aΔξ 
[







































Thus, we obtain 2.14 consequently.
On the other hand, if y satisfies 2.14, then direct diﬀerentiation of 2.14 yields
yΔ
2
t − qyΔσt  ht, t ∈ a, b. 2.24
And it is easy to know that y ∈ C2a, b and y satisfies 2.13.
10 Boundary Value Problems
Corollary 2.6. If T  R, then BVP 2.13 reduces to the following problem:
y′′t − qyt  ht, t ∈ a, b,
γyξ1 − δy′ξ1  0, ζyξ2  ηy′ξ2  0.
2.25



































, max{ξ1, t} ≤ s ≤ ξ2,
er1t−s − er2t−s, ξ2 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ b,
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Proof. If y ∈ C2a, b is a solution of 2.25, take T  R, then p1  r1 − r2, p2  r2. Hence, from
2.20we have
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where Mis i  {1, 2, 3, 4} are as in 2.29, respectively. By some rearrangement of 2.32,
we obtain 2.26 consequently.
From the proof of Corollary 2.6, if T  R, take γ  ζ  1, δ  η  0, a  ξ1  0, b  ξ2  1,
we get the following result.
Corollary 2.7. The following boundary value problem:
−y′′t  qyt  ht, t ∈ 0, 1,
y0  y1  0
2.33























, 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 1,
2.35
where
Δ1  er1 − er2 , M3s  M4s  er21−s − er11−s. 2.36





sinh r1t sinh r11 − s
r1 sinh r1
, 0 ≤ t ≤ s ≤ 1,
sinh r1s sinh r11 − t
r1 sinh r1
, 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 1.
2.37
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Remark 2.8. Green function 2.37 associated with BVP 2.33which is a special case of 2.13
is coincident with part of 21, Lemma 1.









 0, αya − βyΔa  0,
γyΔ
2
ξ1 − δyΔ3ξ1  0, ζyΔ2ξ2  ηyΔ3ξ2  0
2.38
















σ4b − σs)(αt − a  β), t ≤ s,
(
σ4b − t)(ασs − a  β), t ≥ σs,
2.40
and Gt, s is given in Lemma 2.5.
Proof. Consider the following boundary value problem:
yΔ
2
t − qyΔσt 
∫σb
a









 0, αya − βyΔa  0.
2.41
The Green’s function associated with the BVP 2.41 is G1t, s. This completes the proof.
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where G1t, s and G2t, s are given as 1.4 and 1.5, respectively. In fact, yt is incorrect.
Thus, we give the right form of yt as the special case qt  q in our Lemma 2.9.
3. Main Results
Theorem 3.1. Assume (H1)–(H3) are satisfied. Moreover, suppose that the following condition is
satisfied:
H4 ft, yσt, yΔ
2
t  mtgu  nthv, where g, h : R → R are continuous,










and there exists a continuous nonnegative function w : a, b → R such that |ms|  |ns| ≤
ws, s ∈ a, b. If
max


























then BVP 1.8 has a solution y ∈ C2a, b.




















where G1t, s is given by 2.40. Then by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.9, it is clear that the fixed points
of F are the solutions to the boundary value problem 1.8. First of all, we claim that F is a
completely continuous operator, which is divided into 3 steps.
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Step 1 F : C2a, b → C2a, b is continuous. Let {yn}∞n1 be a sequence such that yn →


























































































































































































Since g, h are continuous, we have |Fynt − Fyt| → 0, which yields ‖Fyn − Fy‖ →
0n → ∞. That is,F : C2a, b → C2a, b is continuous.
16 Boundary Value Problems
Step 2 F maps bounded sets into bounded sets in C2a, b. Let Ω ⊂ C2a, b be a bounded







































By virtue of the continuity of g and h, we conclude that Fu is bounded uniformly, and so
FΩ is a bounded set.
















































The right hand side tends to uniformly zero as t1 − t2 → 0. Consequently, Steps 1–3 together
with the Arzela-Ascoli theorem show that F is completely continuous.
Now we consider the following boundary value problem:
yΔ
4





 0, αya − βyΔa  0,
γyΔ
2
















Obviously, A is a completely continuous bounded linear operator. Moreover, the fixed point
of A is a solution of the BVP 3.8 and conversely.
We are now in the position to claim that 1 is not an eigenvalue of A.
If λ  0 and μ  0, then 3.8 has no nontrivial solution.
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∣∣Ayt∣∣ ≤ max{|λ|, ∣∣μ∣∣}L1‖y‖0  ‖y‖0. 3.11






















From the above discussion 3.11 and 3.12, we have ‖Ay‖0 < ‖y‖0. This contradiction
implies that boundary value problem 3.8 has no trivial solution. Hence, 1 is not an
eigenvalue of A.






By limu→∞gu/u  λ, limu→∞hv/v  μ, then for any ε > 0, there exist a R > 0 such
that
∣∣gu − λu∣∣ < ε|u|, ∣∣hv − μv∣∣ < ε|v|, |u|, |v| > R. 3.14
Set R∗  max{max|u|≤R|gu|,max|v|≤R|hv|} and selectM > 0 such that R∗ max{|λ|, |μ|}R <
εM.
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Denote
E1  {t ∈ a, b : |ut| ≤ R, |vt| > R}, E2  {t ∈ a, b : |ut| ≤ R, |vt| > R},
E3  {t ∈ a, b : |ut|, |vt| ≤ R}, E4  {t ∈ a, b : |ut|, |vt| > R}.
3.15
Thus for any y ∈ E and ‖y‖0 > M, when t ∈ E1, it follows that
∣∣gut − λut∣∣ ≤ ∣∣gut∣∣  |λ||ut| ≤ R∗  |λ|R < εM < ε‖u‖0,
∣∣hvt − μvt∣∣ < ε|vt| ≤ ε‖v‖0.
3.16
In a similar way, we also conclude that for any t ∈ Ei, i  2, 3, 4,
∣∣gut − λut∣∣ < ε‖u‖0,













































































Theorem 2.4 guarantees that boundary value problem 1.8 has a solution y∗ ∈
C2a, b. It is obvious that y∗ / 0 when mt0g0  nt0h0/ 0 for some t0 ∈ a, b. In fact,
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if mt0g0  nt0h0/ 0, then 0
Δ4 − q0Δ2  mt0g0  nt0h0/ 0 will lead to a
contradiction, which completes the proof.
4. Application
We give an example to illustrate our result.








tecos t cosy′′t, 0 < t < 1,























Notice thatT  R. To show that 4.1 has at least one nontrivial solutionwe apply Theorem 3.1
with mt  t sin 2πt/t2  1, nt  1/2tecos t, gu  u, hu  cosu, α  γ  δ  η  ζ 
1, β  0, q  1/4, ξ1  1/3, and ξ2  2/3. Obviously, H1–H3 are satisfied. And




cos t0 / 0, t0 ∈ 0, 1. 4.2
Since |ms|  |ns| ≤ 1/2e  1s : ws, for each s ∈ 0, 1, we have the following.















|Gt, s|wsds ≈ 0.82 < 1.
4.3
























That is, H4 is satisfied. Thus, Theorem 3.1 guarantees that 4.1 has at least one nontrivial
solution u ∈ C20, 1.
20 Boundary Value Problems
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